
Hello you, 

This is a „workshop to go“. Nice of you to join us. We are happy that you want to be a part of it.  
You are invited to do the workshop comfortably at home - alone or together with your house-
hold or a friend. 

Maybe you have seen the exhibition from Ana, Xiana and Raúl.  
The exhibition shows works, which are dealing with the corona crisis and were created during 
the quarantine time.

In Ana’s works the reference to Madrid 
becomes clear. Small drawings of landscapes 
on transparent paper show how Ana finds calm 
during this time filled with corona updates and 
the obligation to wear a mask in many public 
spaces. 

Raúl let’s his everyday experiences flow heavily 
into his art.  Large grimes-like faces with masks 
are intended to illustrate the ruthlessness of the 
people during the panic buying. 

In her art, Xiana is inspired of things she finds on 
the street: in boxes on the side of the road with 
sorted out things, she finds toys and figures that 
form an overall composition with her works. 

Now it’s your turn!
How can you be creative in isolation? How can you implement the current events artistically? 

Here is your task, with which you can try it out for yourself: Grab a pair of scissors, glue and a 
sheet of paper (you can choose the size, it can also be used one) and start creating a collage. 
Take a look around your home, you will probably come across a few things that can be helpful 
for your task. For the start, you will also find a few materials in the envelope that you can use. 
Be creative and try it out, if you want you can add your own drawing or paint areas with 
watercolors - there are no limits to your imigination. It’s not about your work looking particularly 
good in the end, it’s just about having fun doing it. 

If you would like to exchange ideas with us, have questions or comments or just want to tell us 
about your experiences, please send us an email to cuarentena1851@web.de

If you want to see how we and other participants implemented the task, have a look on 
Instagram under #cuarentena1851


